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ABSTRACT

The development of the chemical industry has resulted in the usage of more solvents in various chemical and physical processes. The increase in the amount of used solvent also increases the economic burden to the industry. The recovery, reuse, and purification of solvents became the essential requirements of the industry. In addition, the obtaining of high-quality, economic product with low environmental impact and high yield is important. The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation application is considered as one of the new alternative solutions of both reaction and separation problems in the industries. Catalytic membrane aided pervaporation application is one of the developing membrane technologies. It is a hybrid and integrated process combining separation and reaction units. This article is concentrated on catalytic membrane aided pervaporation applications of the esterification reactions. Some important information about catalytic membrane, pervaporation and catalytic membrane aided pervaporation has been firstly reported. Different configurations of catalytic membrane aided pervaporation have been defined and explained. Advantages of the hybrid catalytic membrane aided pervaporation processes have been listed. The factors affecting the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation are briefly discussed. The important catalytic membrane aided pervaporation, reaction conditions and the obtained results in literature are also summarized. The important catalytic membrane aided pervaporation studies in literature, operation conditions and the obtained results have been summarized.
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Nowadays, energy-saving and eco-friendly hybrid applications which are combined with chemical reaction and separation process are received a great deal of attention. These hybrid applications are suitable for especially thermodynamic equilibrium limited reactions, such as esterification reaction, etherification reaction [1].

Esters are used in many chemical industries, such as plasticizers, fragrances, perfumes, varnishes, synthetic resins, and adhesives [2]. For this purpose, large quantities of ethyl acetate and butyl acetate are commercially produced. For example, ethyl acetate is one of the most important solvents in the chemical industry. It is used in the production of perfumes, plasticizers, varnishes, synthetic resins, and adhesives. In addition, esters are rather important because many of them have characteristic tastes and odors for using in food and aroma industries [3-4].

Esters are synthesized with the reaction of carboxylic acid with alcohols by the presence of acid catalyst. According to reaction mechanism, firstly, the carbonyl oxygen is protonated by the acid groups of catalysts. This step makes the carbonyl carbon a much better electrophile. This carbonyl carbon interacts with alcohol. The carbonyl carbon bonds with a pair of oxygen and π bond breaks. The electrons from π bond interact with oxygen, and oxonium ion achieves. This oxonium ion is deprotonated the alcohol and tetrahedral intermediate forms. One of the hydroxyl groups in tetrahedral intermediate takes the proton from protonated alcohol. The elimination of water occurs, and protonated ester achieves. Finally, the ester is deprotonated, and then reaction is completed [5].

Esterification is a commonly used chemical reaction in industry. Esterification reactions are equilibrium reactions. Obtaining high efficiency is possible with the use of excess amounts reactant usage or removing one of the products from the reaction mixture. These techniques change the reaction equilibrium towards the product side. The different separation methods have been combined with the reactor to change the reaction equilibrium. Among these, pervaporation is an alternative separation technology [6-7]. Pervaporation is a membrane based separation process. Application areas are the dehydration of aqueous mixtures, separation of organics from aqueous mixtures, or separation of organic-organic mixtures. Pervaporation is used for the separation of azeotropic mixtures and close boiling-point mixtures. Pervaporation has a great number of advantages according to the conventional separation process “distillation”. For instance, azeotropic distillation requires the usage of entrainer for recovery of pure solvents, this means additional cost. Also, high energy consumption and the formation of waste are other disadvantages of azeotropic distillation. Another distillation method is reactive distillation. In order to use the reactive distillation, process needs a great difference in the volatility of product and reactants. Moreover, the combination of reaction and distillation is rather complex in reactive distillation. The most important disadvantage of reactive distillation is high energy consumption and high cost. The most important disadvantage of reactive distillation is high energy consumption and high cost, and high reflux ratio requires If the feed solution or reaction solution forms azeotropic mixture, the reactive distillation process cannot be used [8]. Pervaporation is important alternative process due to the low energy consumption, environmentally friendly technology, no need to additional chemical [9-13]. The low flux value is an important disadvantage of the pervaporation process. In addition weak membrane properties appear as a significant problem in pervaporation. However, these problems can be overcome with modification of membranes [14-17].

Hybrid processes, combining pervaporation with the reactor, are becoming increasingly common in industry. Both the combination of reaction and separation in a single unit and also increment of conversion make attractive to catalytic membrane aided pervaporation applications. High separation and reaction selectivity, low energy consumption, low operation and investment cost, and compact and modular design are advantages of the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process [18-19].

In general, polymeric membranes are preferred in catalytic membrane aided pervaporation. Working at low temperature has resulted in energy saving. Dense, homogenous membranes are mostly used for the pervaporation process. Enzymes, homogeneous, and heterogeneous catalysts are added to the polymeric membrane and catalytic membranes are obtained. The usage of enzymatic catalytic membrane eliminates the
product inhibition for the biochemical reaction. Also, homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts loaded catalytic membranes can be removed from the reaction mixture easily and reused without any treatment [20].

In catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process, while reaction occurs in the catalytic area of the membrane, the separation is carried out in the separation matrix of membrane. The reaction conversion increases with the removal of one of the products selectively from the reaction medium. The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process is usually operated with high separation efficiency and high conversion [21-24].

In this paper, applications of catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process for esterification reaction has been reviewed and discussed. Design of system, process parameters and recent applications have been also analyzed.

II. CATALYTIC MEMBRANE

The membrane in which reaction and separation occur in a single step is defined as the ‘catalytic membrane’. The investigation of catalytic membranes is quite new in pervaporation applications. The main advantage of the catalytic membrane application is energy-saving [25].

The combination of selective separation and catalytic functions in a single layer is related to the properties of the used substance. For example, to achieve the high water selectivity, the diffusion of all components outside the water through the membrane should be in low value. To use the catalytic properties effectively, diffusion of the reactants must be high [20].

To obtain the catalytic membrane, the membrane is combined or coated with catalyst or membrane material that demonstrates catalytic feature spontaneous. These are also divided into sub-classes. Catalyst is wrapped on the membrane or the heterogeneous catalyst is embedded in the polymer matrix [26]. When the heterogeneous catalyst is embedded with the polymer matrix, the well-selected polymeric environment makes a positive effect on catalyst performance by controlling the selective sorption of the reactants and products [27].

The used catalysts in catalytic membranes can be homogeneous or heterogeneous catalysts. High reaction yield can be obtained easily by using a homogeneous catalyst in a short time. However, homogeneous catalysts have a number of operational disadvantages. Recovery and reuse is rather difficult. The homogeneous catalysts also cause corrosion problems in reactor. To overcome these problems, homogeneous catalysts are added to the polymeric matrix, and catalytic membranes as heterogeneous catalyst are obtained [28, 29]. Recovery and reuse of heterogeneous catalysts is possible [29-30]. However, heterogeneous catalysts might be leached in the reaction mixture. Leaching decreases the catalytic activity of the catalyst [31]. In addition, to recovery of heterogeneous catalyst from the reaction mixture requires the additional separation process, and to reuse of the catalyst need such as neutralization and washing steps [32].

Figure 1 shows the combination of the selective and catalytic layers. Acid and alcohol diffuse into the catalytic layer and react, convert to ester or water. The resulting ester is diffused back into the feed mixture and the water is separated from the selective layer of the membrane. The thinness of the catalytic layer over the membrane support provides more effective usage [20].
In catalytic membrane aided pervaporation, there is no mass transfer limitation problem. Choosing a convenient polymeric materials can adjust the diffusion of reactants and products. The determination of optimum polymer concentration is rather important for the catalytic activity. Under this condition, the reactants contact easily with catalysts. High polymer concentration makes the diffusion difficult and prevents the reactants to reaching active sites of the catalyst. The presence of diffusion channels between the polymer molecules in the membrane leads to a high diffusivity of reactants along the membrane by the concentration gradient and reactants reach the active groups of the catalyst without any resistance. Therefore, optimum polymer concentration is an important parameter. The presence of diffusion channels between the polymer molecules in the membrane leads to a high diffusivity of reactants along the membrane by the concentration gradient and reactants reach the active groups of the catalyst without any resistance. The reaction materializes in the reaction mixture-membrane interface, high conversions achieves with the catalytic membrane [33].

Catalytic membrane aided pervaporation involves not only mass transport along the membrane but also heat transfer. Pervaporation process involves a phase change from a liquid solution to a vapor solution. This change is required the vaporization enthalpy of liquid feed stream. Consequently, the feed temperature decreases. The permeate stream is vaporized on the permeate side of the membrane. The heat of feed side is used. Due to the reducing of temperature, the partial pressure of the components and the driving force for mass diffusion decrease. Re-heating is required. Therefore, the controlled and continuous heating is required in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation [8].

The usage of the catalytic membrane provides the opportunity to reuse of catalyst and no need neutralization of catalyst. The catalytic membrane can be omitted from the reaction medium easily and reused without any treatment [34].

III. PERVAPORATION

Pervaporation is used in the dehydration of organic solvents, in the removal of volatile organic compounds from aqueous solutions, in the separation of organic-organic mixtures. There is a great number of studies in literature for the first two applications. Pervaporation is rather successful in these applications.

The chemical structure of the membrane is not damaged from the feed mixture. The membrane should be demonstrated selectivity to only one component in the feed mixture. At this point, the selection of membrane for the separation of organic-organic mixtures is quite difficult. In typical pervaporation processes, while the flux value of the membrane is obtained as high, the selectivity values are usually low. Pervaporation also has advantages when it is used as a hybrid with other processes [35]. The example of a hybrid process is shown schematically in Figure 2.
In the single-step pervaporation of the azeotropic mixture of A-B, the membrane has a high affinity to component A, so the permeate side contains component A and B remains in the retentate side. To acquire the component of B as pure, B should be fed to the distillation unit. In the pervaporation process, liquid mixture contacts with the top side of the membrane, the vacuum is applied on the downside, diffusion occurs, and permeate stream obtains. Pervaporation by vacuum pump is shown in Figure 3 (a). The alternative to vacuum, carrier gas can be used for the creation of pressure difference. This type of pervaporation can be seen in Figure 3 (b). In pervaporation, the permeate stream is collected as the vapor phase in the cold trap; it condensed and obtained in liquid form.
The purification behavior of pervaporation is characterized by flux and selectivity.

Selectivity is described as shown in Equation 1.1:

\[
\alpha_{ab} = \frac{C_{a_p}/C_{b_p}}{C_{a_i}/C_{b_i}}
\]  

Equation (1)

\(C_a\) and \(C_b\) are the concentrations of a and b components. \(p\) and \(f\) define the permeate and the feed, respectively. The separation factor depends on the solubility and diffusivity of the components in the membrane, and the interaction between the membrane and the feed solution [36].

There are two types of selectivity as solubility selectivity and diffusion selectivity. Solubility selectivity is rather important for the separation. One of the components in the feed shows high solubility value in the membrane. This component significantly affects the swelling degree of the membrane. Higher swelling may cause to decreasing in selectivity and decreasing of mechanical strength of membranes. The blending of polymers, cross-linking, concentrated emulsion polymerization, copolymerization, etc. are used for the preparation of membranes with the desired properties [35].

Flux is described as the weight of substance through the membrane at a unit of time, per unit active area of the membrane. Flux depends on the thickness and permeability of the membrane [37]. The flux is shown in Equation (1.2);

\[
J_i = -D_i \frac{dC_i}{dx}
\]  

Equation (2)

\(J_i\); flux of i component (g/cm².h), \(D_i\); diffusion coefficient of i component (cm²/h), \(dC_i/dx\); concentration gradient [38].

The driving force in pervaporation is chemical potential gradient. Transport through the membrane is defined with the "solution-diffusion mechanism". This transport mechanism is shown in Figure 4. In this mechanism, the membrane has a high affinity to one of the components in the feed solution and this component is absorbed perfectly and dissolves in the dense membrane. The component transports along the membrane by the diffusion process and desorbs from the downside of the membrane [39].

![Figure 4. Solution-diffusion mechanism](http://dergipark.gov.tr/bseufbd)
Mechanism of solution-diffusion consists of three steps:

1) Sorption: The components at the membrane/feed solution interface are absorbed into the membrane by selective sorption behavior.

2) Diffusion: The absorbed components are diffused through the membrane under the chemical potential gradient.

3) Desorption: The components passing through the membrane are separated in the vapor phase [30, 40].

The separation success of the membrane is related to the solubility of components on the membrane and diffusivity of the components through the membrane. Transport is provided with differences in pressure. The feed mixture is usually under atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the driving force for transport through the membranes is obtained by reducing the partial vapor pressure on the downstream [39].

IV. CATALYTIC MEMBRANE AIDED PERVAPORATION (PERVERAPORATION MEMBRANE REACTOR)

The aim of the combination of chemical reactor and membrane unit is to realize the reaction and separation in one unit. Nowadays the membrane is not used only as a separator, but also as a catalyst. Reaction and separation are realized simultaneously in the pervaporation process by using catalytic membranes. This process is catalytic membrane aided pervaporation. This process is known as the pervaporation catalytic membrane reactor (PVCMR) in literature [41]. Figure 5 shows the schematic of the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation [42].

![Catalytic Membrane Aided Pervaporation](image)

**Figure 5.** Catalytic Membrane Aided Pervaporation: (1) temperature measurement device; (2) mechanical mixer; (3) condenser; (4) reaction vessel; (5) membrane; (6, 7 and 8) Cold traps; (9) vacuum pump.

A. The Advantages Of Catalytic Membrane Aided Pervaporation

In recent years, catalytic membrane aided pervaporation is utilized as the innovative, energy-saving and environmentally friendly separation technology. The aim of the usage of the pervaporation process is the
removal of one of the products in the reaction mixture and change the reaction equilibrium. Thus, the full conversion of reactants is acquired.

The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process has some advantages according to the conventional batch reactor. These advantages have been listed below.

1) The membrane acts as an active role in reactive processes.
2) The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation creates closer contact between reactants and catalyst.
3) When a homogeneous or heterogeneous catalyst is embedded in the membrane, the recovery, regeneration and reuse of the catalyst are possible.
4) Reaction and separation are carried out simultaneously and conversion is increased.
5) While the reactants remain in the reactor, the products are removed.
6) Pervaporation is a rate controlled process; separation is not limited by volatility such as distillation.
7) Pervaporation process can be carried out by an appropriate membrane at the low reaction temperature for the reaction, which is a good alternative for temperature sensitive catalysts and products.
8) Undesired byproducts and reactions are prevented.
9) Recycling of intermediate products is possible, otherwise undesirable reactions may occur if the reactants remain in the reactor.
10) High conversion is obtained at stoichiometric feed flow rates.
11) Reaction heat can be used in separation.
12) Low capital investment.
13) Low reaction time.
14) Mild operation conditions.

The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation has been a substantial alternative process to conventional process due to these advantages [44-47].

B. Factors Affecting Catalytic Membrane Aided Pervaporation Process

The effect of the four different operation conditions on the conversion and separation was investigated in three groups:

• Factors affecting the direct esterification reaction (catalyst concentrations and molar feed ratios)
• Factors directly affecting pervaporation kinetics (ratio of membrane area to reaction volume)
• Factors affecting the esterification reaction and the pervaporation kinetics at the same time (temperature)

Temperature is the most important parameter for affecting system performance. The reaction rate increases with temperature due to the Arrhenius law, and pervaporation also accelerates with temperature. The vapor pressures of components are increased with temperature in pervaporation. This creates the driving force and facilitates diffusion.
The second important parameter is the molar feed ratio. The usage of a high molar feed ratio requires additional separation step for the recycles of the non-reacting components.

The third factor is the ratio of membrane area to reaction volume. This is an important factor for pervaporation. The ratio of membrane area to reaction volume can be changed by using membranes with different areas or using the different reaction volumes.

Catalyst concentration has a weak effect on the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation system [48].

C. Configurations of Catalytic Membrane Aided Pervaporation Process

There is different type of catalytic membrane aided pervaporation configurations. Batch, recycle batch, and recycle continuous and continuous catalytic membrane aided pervaporation processes are shown in Fig. 6.

![Figure 6. Pervaporation aided esterification reaction flow diagrams (a) batch (b) recycle batch (c) recycle continuous (d) continuous.](image)

Batch and recycle batch configurations in Figure 6 a, b are usually preferred in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process. The membrane is placed in the batch reactor configuration. Reactor and separation are two different units in the recycling batch configuration. In this process, the liquid reaction mixture is dehydrated in the membrane unit and the other components return to the reactor. This process has an advantage: the membrane area is separated from the reactor volume. The cleaning of membrane is easy in this configuration. Two membrane modules can be used. The other one can be cleaned while one of them is in operation. In case of failure of the second membrane module, the process can be carried out with the other membrane module.

Recycle continuous configuration is shown in Figure 6 (c). When compared with the recirculating batch catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process (Figure 6 (b)), feed and product stream are separate in the configuration and the product is manufactured continuously. The continuous process is used in a large volume reactor. As shown in Figure 6 (d), membrane and reactor are combined in a single unit for the tubular flow continuous configuration. The advantages of the combination of membrane and reactor in a single unit are efficient production and separation, modular design, decrement of energy, operation, and investment costs [20].

D. Applications of Catalytic Membrane Aided Pervaporation Process

Sun et al. (2020) synthesized the polyvinyl alcohol/ SO$_4^{2-}$-anodic aluminium oxide (PVA/SO$_4^{2-}$-AAO) membranes. SO$_4^{2-}$-AAO was used as the catalyst. The catalytic activity of membrane was examined in the esterification between ethanol and acetic acid. Acid conversion value reached above 96% after the 16-hours’
reaction in the pervaporation aided esterification. The synthesized membrane had excellent stability. After 5 reuse, acid conversion value remained above 90% [49].

Li et al. (2020) conducted the esterification reaction of oleic with methanol in the pervaporation catalytic membrane reactor. Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) hybrid catalytic membranes were prepared for this reaction. The PAL-PIL was chosen as a solid catalyst. The highest separation performance was obtained as separation factor of 111 and total flux of 397 g·m⁻²·h⁻¹ for 80 wt% ethanol aqueous at 70°C [50].

Cao et al. (2020) produced the yeast-immobilized catalytic membrane by using phase inversion method. The separation layer of membrane was prepared by using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and the catalytic layer was fabricated by coating a porous yeast/polyether sulfone on separation layer. An increase of 35% was observed in ethanol productivity. The catalytic membrane showed a stable structure in four cycles of pervaporation membrane reactor experiments [51].

Li et al. (2019) prepared the catalytic composite membrane. Catalytic layer of membrane was comprised of homogeneous catalyst “poly (styrene sulfonic acid)” and polyvinyl alcohol. The separation layer of membrane was blended of sodium alginate and polyvinyl alcohol. The prepared catalytic membrane was used to synthesis of ethyl propionate. While the reaction conversion was obtained as 91.6%, flux and separation factor were obtained as 260 g m⁻² h⁻¹ and 91 [52].

Zhang et al. (2019) synthesized the ionic liquids-functionalized PVA catalytic membrane. Pervaporation enhanced the conversion as a ratio of 19% [53].

Unlu and Hilmioglu (2019) prepared the phosphomolybdic-acid-loaded PVA membrane for the esterification reaction of glycerol with acetic acid. The reaction was attempted under mild operation conditions according to literature (75°C, catalyst concentration 5 wt %, and molar feed ratio 6:1). Under these reaction conditions, while the glycerol conversion was obtained as 100%, the selectivity of triacetin was obtained as 76% [54].

Unlu and Hilmioglu (2018) studied the reaction of levulinic acid with ethanol by using the sulfosuccinic acid loaded chitosan membrane. The sulfosuccinic acid is a homogeneous liquid catalyst. 93.33% of levulinic acid conversion was achieved in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process [55].

The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process has been also studied by Unlu et al. (2017) for fuel bioadditive ethyl levulinate production. The authors prepared the sulfated zirconia catalyst and used it to synthesize of the catalytic membrane. The hydroxyethyl cellulose was chosen as a polymeric matrix. The hydroxyethyl cellulose membrane showed high good separation behavior. Conversion of catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process was 95% compared to 34.92% without pervaporation [56].

Nigiz and Hilmioglu (2017) prepared catalytic membrane by the use of boric acid as catalyst and the use of carboxymethyl cellulose as polymeric matrix and were utilized in a catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process system to synthesize ethyl lactate. While the maximum conversion was obtained as 54 % in the batch reactor with initial feed molar ratio of 3, 83 % lactic acid conversion was achieved at the same feed molar ratio in the PVCMR [57].

Rhizomucor miehei lipase-coated alginate biocatalytic membrane has been suggested by Nigiz and Hilmioglu (2017) for the production of ethyl lactate. The effects of reaction parameters, such as the amount of lipase, reaction temperature and initial molar ratio, on lactic acid conversion were investigated to evaluate the performance of the system. The highest lactic acid conversion was obtained as 63 % in the pervaporation biocatalytic membrane reactor at 50 ºC, while the lactic acid conversion was 37% in the batch reactor under the same reaction conditions. The obtained results were shown that the pervaporation biocatalytic membrane reactor is a good alternative for the ethyl lactate reaction [58].

Qing et al. (2017) carried out the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process using Zr(SO₄)₂·4H₂O loaded PVA membrane. A 43% conversion increment was realized according to the equilibrium conversion. Esterification of acetic acid with n-butanol was chosen as a model reaction [59].
Unlu and Hilmioglu (2016) studied in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process with Zr(SO$_4$)$_2$·4H$_2$O coated chitosan pervaporation membranes for the production of ethyl acetate. The composite catalytic membrane was prepared by the coating and solution casting method. Zr(SO$_4$)$_2$·4H$_2$O was used as a heterogeneous catalyst in the catalytic layer of the membrane. The catalytic layer was coated on the selective layer. Esterification is a typical equilibrium reaction controlled by thermodynamic. The reaction was carried out in the batch reactor, and catalytically active membrane reactor and performances of reactors were compared. The effect of reaction parameters, such as temperature, catalyst loading and initial mole ratio on the acetic acid conversion was investigated. The acetic acid conversion reached to 85% under the optimum reaction conditions. Conversion value increased by approximately 55% compared to the equilibrium conversion value at the same reaction conditions [42].

A novel composite structure was utilized by Zhang et al. (2014) for the production of n-butyl acetate. The catalytically active pervaporation membrane had three layers. The top layer of the membrane was a porous catalytic layer, the middle layer is the dense PVA selective layer and the bottom layer is the commercially available PES support layer. Styrene–divinyl benzene copolymer beads were used as a catalyst in the catalytic layer of the membrane. Acetic acid conversion reached 91.4% in 20 h at 85°C, while the equilibrium conversion was only 71.9% in the same reaction conditions. The catalytic membrane represented good performance in consecutive pervaporation experiments, and it can confirm by SEM images [60].

Zhang et al. (2014) studied in lauryl stearate production by lipase-catalyzed esterification, using a bio catalytic membrane. Candida rugosa lipase was immobilized polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) membrane. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/polyether sulfone (PES) bilayer was prepared. The composite membrane was characterized by SEM analyses and the “sandwich-like” membrane structure was observed in the SEM images. PVA/PES composite membrane showed better thermal and pH stability according to free lipase. The membrane had the recycle and reuse features. The conversion enhancement of approximately 40% was observed in a pervaporation membrane reactor compared to the batch reactor. Removal of by product water by pervaporation process would help improve the lipase activity. Pervaporation process also shifted the equilibrium of the reaction to the product direction, thus acid conversion was increased [61].

Liu and Chen (2002) presented a model for the production of n-butyl acetate by Zr(SO$_4$)$_2$·4H$_2$O catalyst loaded membrane in catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process. The effect of temperature, the initial mole ratio of acetic acid over n-butanol, the ratio of the effective membrane area over the volume of reacting mixture and catalyst content, on the esterification yield was investigated. Similar numerical and experimental results were obtained in the model equations [62].

The PVA pervaporation catalytic membrane was prepared on porous ceramic plate support by Zhu and Chen (1998) to study the acetic acid/ethanol esterification reaction. SEM (scanning electron microscopy), IR (infra-red) (ATR) (attenuated total refraction) and XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectrometry) were used to characterize the catalytic membrane structure. The reaction was carried out in a catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process. The conversion of n-butyl alcohol was obtained as 95% by using PVA catalytic membrane. Different reaction parameters, temperatures, catalyst concentrations, and initial reactant molar ratios were studied experimentally [63].

TiO$_2$–SPESK–PES nanocomposite membranes have been used by Ma et al. (2013) in the esterification reaction of acetic acid with ethanol. The pore structure and morphology, water uptake, hydrophilic nature, degree of geometric swelling, mechanical properties and catalytic properties of the nanocomposite membranes were investigated. The kinetic model was described for the reaction. TiO$_2$–SPESK–PES nanocomposite membranes show good stability and mechanical properties [64].

Amberlyst 15 catalysts loaded composite ceramic/poly (vinyl) alcohol membranes were prepared by Peters at al. (2007) for the production of butyl acetate. The catalytic membrane was prepared by using dip-coat technique. The catalytic membrane is responsible for the catalytic activity and water removal [65].
Peters et al. (2005) also prepared the zeolite-coated membrane layers by dip-coating technique. TEOS and Ludox AS-40 were used as binder material for the deposition of zeolite H-USY on silica membranes. Membrane pre-treatment and the addition of the binder were found as important parameters [66].

Liu et al. (1999) studied in a pervaporation assisted catalytic membrane reactor for the manufacturing of n-butyl acetate by H$_3$PW$_{12}$O$_{40}$/Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) catalytic membranes on porous ceramic plates. SEM (scanning electron microscopy) and XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectrometry) were used to characterize the membrane structure. The membrane structure does not change after the 24 h reaction time [67].

Figueiredo et al. (2008) synthesized the catalytic composite membrane. While the separation layer of the membrane was the Pervap 1000, the catalytic layer of membrane was catalyst loaded PVA membrane. Synthesis of ethyl acetate was chosen as a model reaction. Amberlyst 15 and Amberlyst 35 were used as the catalyst. A catalytic membrane was synthesized by coating the Pervap membrane with a thin layer. The catalytic layer included catalyst particles in poly (vinyl alcohol) solution. 60% conversion enhancement was determined in the catalytic membrane reactor [68].

Composite catalytic membrane "zeolite coated ceramic membrane" was used by Peters et al. (2005) for the synthesis of butyl acetate. Conversion of acid was obtained as 85% in a catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process [24].

Bagnell et al. (1993) was used Nafion membranes for the synthesis of esters with different alcohols. Nafion membrane has catalytic properties. The yields of esters as methyl acetate and n-butyl acetate were determined as 77% and 95%, respectively [69].

David et al. (1992) prepared the blend membranes by using the poly (acrylonitrile) (PAN)-poly (styrene sulfonic acid) (PSSA) and the poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-PSSA. The reaction was carried out for 12 h. Conversion was obtained as 80% at the end of the 12 h [70].

All studies in literature show that catalytic membrane aided pervaporation give high reaction and separation yield according to the conventional process. In addition, this technology has some important advantages such as economical, low energy consumption, environmental friendly, easy installation, scale up, etc. Catalytic membrane aided pervaporation is considered that it will be one of the significant technology in the future. In recent years, it is not used only in laboratory scale but also used in industrial scale. The integration of the reaction and separation in a single step is an important alternative to the batch processes for industry. Catalytic membrane aided pervaporation is promising technology for both nowadays and future. Obtaining a product of high quality and purity in a single unit is possible with catalytic membrane aided pervaporation.

V. CONCLUSION

The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation processes receive a great deal of attention in recent years. The catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process is considered as an alternative to the reactive distillation process. In this paper, it has been shown the various catalytic membrane aided pervaporation configurations. The configurations have been classified as batch, continuous and recycle. The design types are explained and the advantages of different configurations are listed and compared to each of them.

The main advantage of catalytic membrane aided pervaporation is energy-saving. Additional separation step is not required. Also, the usage of catalytic membrane is a good alternative to other homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts. Because, homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts have some problems such as corrosion for the reactor and separation from the reaction mixture. However, the catalytic membranes can be used repeatedly and recovery and reuse are easy.

The chosen of membrane material is rather important for the performance of catalytic membrane aided pervaporation. Membrane material takes a role in the sorption and diffusion of reactants and products. In this paper, a search of the application of catalytic membrane for the esterification reaction in the literature was given. Studies in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation process are limited in the literature. The catalytic membrane studies by using pervaporation are summarized in the paper.
In most cases, hydrophilic membranes have been chosen as the polymeric material in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation applications because water is a by-product and undesired product for the esterification reactions. Hydrophilic membranes also prevent the diffusion of the organic components from the membrane and keep the catalysts in the membrane. High conversion and high selectivity values are acquired in the catalytic membrane aided pervaporation processes due to the removal of water.

In brief, catalytic membrane aided pervaporation is an innovative reaction aided separation technology. It is an economic, safe and eco-friendly process. In the future, it is believed that catalytic membrane aided pervaporation will find application in the industry if suitable, mechanical and chemical stable and long lived of membrane is developed.
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